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Claresholm

M.D. of Willow Creek invests in medical clinic
B Y S TEPHANIE L ABBE
C LARESHOLM
After hearing of retirement for one of
the doctors who owned the Claresholm
Medical Clinic, the M.D. of Willow
Creek decided to step up and purchase
the building.
Prior to the M.D. of Willow Creek
purchasing the medical clinic building
in January, a group of doctors owned
and operated the building. One doctor
in the group wanted to retire and the
other doctors weren’t in the position to
buy him out. Subsequently, they had
to put the building up for sale.
M.D. of Willow Creek Reeve Neil
Wilson says they wanted to keep
physicians working in the town of
Claresholm. If nobody had purchased
the building, the medical clinic would
have been forced to close with the
physicians having to look elsewhere
to maintain their group practice.

The original plan was to partner with
the Town of Claresholm.
“At first we thought … well, we’ll
partner up with the Town of
Claresholm and … see if we can’t
purchase this building ... and for one
reason or another … Claresholm
decided not to participate, so we went
alone and secured the building,”
explains Wilson.
Now, after purchasing the building,
the M.D. of Willow Creek has a leasing
agreement with the doctors who work
at the clinic. The doctors have an
association which provides for the
leasing of the building.
Wilson says the M.D. of Willow Creek
doesn’t purchase buildings often. They
purchased the building for $500,000.
Wilson says the building is well built
and the M.D. of Willow Creek
investigated and studied the building
before purchasing it.

“We have a three-municipality
arrangement in the town of Nanton
where we have secured the clinic there,
so it’s the M.D. of Ranchland …the
Town of Nanton and the M.D. of Willow
Creek,” explains Wilson.
Having family doctors in these small
communities is important. The M.D.
of Willow Creek sees the need for the
doctors and thought this was the way
to keep the doctors in the community.
“These small towns need their doctors
and so having places for them to
work is … as far as we’re concerned,
essential for not only the town, but the
… rural area around it,” says Wilson.
“One of the reasons that we have
an arrangement in Nanton is …we
recognize that it’s going to take more
than one municipality, like a town to
do any further development on a clinic
in the town of Nanton … and it’s very
helpful to be able to leverage dollars ...

if you can get other municipalities
involved and that’s what we chose
to do there,” adds Wilson.
The rural areas make a large
contribution to the urban areas and
Wilson wants people to understand the
importance of rural areas.
“We hope that the communities
understand … where their tax dollars
go and the contribution that the rural
areas make to the urbans … I think
that that’s probably underscored in a
lot of ways. They see rural areas as
having a whole bunch of (users) and
they don’t really help much in the
urban areas … but after you take a
look at their recreation centres and
their libraries and family community
support service, their firehalls and their
senior citizens’ homes and medical
clinics and … all that, the rurals make
a very large contribution to the urbans,
in partnership.”

Vulcan

Canada’s Top Astronomy Club awards
Vulcan Tourism for its participation
B Y N EEL R OBERTS
V ULCAN
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Volker Stevin
Highways Ltd.

Hay Permits

Along Provincial Highways (2015)
Attention Land Owners
Volker Stevin Highways Ltd. along with Alberta Transportation advises that anyone
interested in cutting hay along the highway right-of-ways will need to apply for a permit.
For Contract Maintenance Areas (CMA’s) 23, 24, 25 and 26, submit application to Volker
Stevin Highways Ltd. Adjacent landowners have until Thursday, May 14th to apply. All
other applicant permits will be issued between May 15th and May 29th. There is no fee
for the permits. Applications must be made in person between 8 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

*All persons wanting to cut hay MUST provide proof of $2,000,000 liability
insurance at the time of application*
Note: Some permits may not be issued due to weed infestation problems.

CMA 23
(Medicine Hat, Brooks, Elkwater, Hilda)

PH: 403-526-0887

CMA 24
(Taber, Bow Island, Foremost, Warner)

PH: 403-223-7771

CMA 25

CMA 26

(Lethbridge, Cardston, Vulcan)

(Ft. Macleod, Claresholm, Coleman, Pincher Creek)

PH: 587-220-4704

PH: 403-553-4225

